PROJECT:
Digitise
How the National Library of Scotland
is opening up its collections to all.

The National Library of Scotland has
committed to have a third of the
Library’s holdings in digital format by
2025. This is a hugely ambitious target,
and perhaps one which conceals the
complexity of a ‘digital transition’.
The volume of information and number
of publications that we now receive in
digital format via legal deposit will be
a huge contributor to the ‘one-third’
target. However, it is the digitisation
of the existing physical items in our
collections – that is, photographing
each and every page, and then
putting them up online – which has a
multidisciplinary Library team working
at full capacity. Preparing, protecting,
moving, and photographing items, and
storing and publishing digital data on
this scale requires meticulous planning
and implementation.
The digitisation of hundreds of
thousands of items is a complex and
multifaceted process, but one which
has revolutionised access to our
collections. Our vision for digital
transformation is explained on the
following pages.

Dr John scally, the National Librarian
The National Library of Scotland is at a key moment in
its history. As with the invention of the printing press,
the development of the desktop computer and the
world wide web, this is one of those moments.
Digital is a huge opportunity.
I set the one-third digital target as a glide-path for the
Library. Yes it translates into hard ﬁgures and targets
– 150,000 items digitised in this next year, and
two million by 2025. But more importantly, it represents
a cultural and mindset shift, and our commitment to
making content seamlessly and globally accessible.
Until now we have been a physical library, bringing material in. Over hundreds of years
we’ve accumulated the most awe-inspiring works, beautifully illustrated, bound, and
owned by any number of proliﬁc ﬁgures. But they can’t travel – they’ll always stay
in Edinburgh.
When we asked our users, the public and representatives of our sister regional libraries
how we could help them access information, what we heard over and over again was
a call for navigable and easily accessible online content.
We’re in the process of transforming our organisation from a ﬁxed space, synonymous
with one location, into one that provides content as deﬁned by the user, their location
and the way they choose to access it. We see the digital sphere as a means of pushing
our collections and materials out. The content we have can now travel.
In time, those in Orkney and Shetland will be able to access the same content as
people living within a stone’s throw of our premises in Edinburgh. People sat with
their new smartphone in a coﬀee shop or on a bus will be able to see the same
content as those in our physical Reading Room.
There is a bit of a leap of faith required – a lot of groundwork and upfront investment
of time, energy, resources – but I’m clear that if we’re to transform access to information
and create new knowledge, digitisation is vital.

Anette, the Curator
As a Curator in the Library’s Rare Books
Division I’m involved in the selection and
preparation of collection items for digitisation.

town to the digitisation suite. Or whether
an item is even sturdy or stable enough
to be digitised. Whereas early books were
hand-printed on high-quality handmade
paper, the machine-produced paper used
since the early 19th century is rather acidic,
making it fragile and vulnerable when it
comes to handling.

Firstly, we think about what people actually
want to see. We know that people are most
interested in social history, the way we
used to live – for example the wealth
of information captured in Post Oﬃce
Directories. So the Library’s Scottish
holdings of these are now available online.

And you may not realise that we store books
by size, rather than by theme or author, in
order to make the best use of space. So
digitising collections by shelfmark can be
the best way to ensure they are processed
relatively quickly.
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There are also plenty of logistical
considerations to digitising on this scale.
For example, how to transport high-value
items from our secure strongroom across

My favourite digitisation project was one we did
to celebrate 500 years of printing in Scotland.
There were 39 printing towns in Scotland by
1800 (whereas in England printing was much
more monopolised), and we digitised the ﬁrst
book we had from each of these presses,
showing their location on a map.
I met an antique book dealer in Skye who told
me that he and others in the Gaelic-speaking
community had read out some of the 2,300
volumes of Gaelic material we’d digitised on the
radio. That was absolutely brilliant, hearing how
people use the digitised collections.

We have very rare and unique items here – for example
the ﬁrst book printed in Scotland – which, unless
digitised, would remain inaccessible to most people.

Fred, the Copyright specialist
Although we’re committed to having a third
of our collections available in digital format by
2025, there isn’t actually a third of our collection
automatically out of copyright. So a lot of
copyright and assessment work must take
place to enable us to clear rights and provide
access to the digital collections.
I ensure that we correctly navigate reuse
and licensing regulations. Without specialist
interpretation we would likely play it safe and
digitise only the old, out-of-copyright books
– not the manuscripts, ﬁlms or the family
history materials.
When a collection is identiﬁed for digitisation
I am part of a group that assesses the
collection in the stacks. The main thing I look
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out for is the item’s date of production, since
the age of something has a bearing on its
copyright status. Copyright is normally
expired if the creator of the work died more
than 70 years ago. In addition, I must consider
whether a work has been published; whether
the author can be identiﬁed; whether it was
produced by the Government; and whether it’s
owned by, or only on deposit with, the Library.
Whereas older materials clear the date
hurdle, they often don’t have the ISBN, known
author, and listed publisher that newer items
have. So I help my colleagues work out what
we do know about these older items, and
therefore what the copyright status of them is.

From my perspective, the 3D-scanning
of the original stage set for 7:84’s
production of John McGrath’s The
Cheviot, the Stag and the Black Black
Oil has been a pleasure to work on.
Not only is it it very visually striking,
but the creator John Byrne was very
willing to give us permission to capture it!

The reality is that people expect information to be digital and
at their ﬁngertips nowadays. This applies to the Library’s
collections, too. It’s good to ‘be digital’ – to keep up.

Mary, the Conservator
In total ten diﬀerent Library departments
are involved in making a collection available
digitally. A digitisation project kicks oﬀ with a
stack visit by these teams.

collections, other conservators have become
involved.

My role is to condition check the items as we
go along, to make a quick assessment of how
much conservation treatment they will need
before they can go to the camera.
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Then I turn to my ‘bench work’ in the
conservation studio – to the actual treatment
of collection items going to be digitised.
Treatment is limited to minor repairs to improve
safe handling and legibility of content. It
was just me working on ‘digital preparation
conservation’ until recently. But now, to
accommodate the huge scale-up and the
complexity of handling the Library’s most fragile

Very occasionally an item is simply too fragile
to be digitised. Putting it on a book cradle and
under a camera would threaten the structure
or the content. We have to protect the integrity
of the national collection.
Of course digitisation usually plays an
important role in preservation and posterity.
But it is also important for hugely increasing
access to the Library’s collections. And it
makes an item much more searchable – for
example, you can zoom right in on obscure
annotations or marginalia – including the
scribbles of distracted monks working in
mediaeval times.

I really liked working on the digitisation
of the 700-year-old Sweetheart Breviary
– it was such an aesthetically lovely
object. It’s a small volume with cockled
parchment pages, and it’s full of
beautiful illuminations and gilding.
I’m lucky to have the luxury of being
allowed to look at these incredible items
closely – a sneak peek before they go
to be digitised and are opened up for
all to see.

The Library’s ambitious digitisation target is a stake in
the ground – an opportunity to provide access to the
collections in the broadest possible sense.

Betty, the Photographer
I am responsible for photographing the more
tricky items nominated for digitisation. The
equipment I use – a camera, a book cradle,
a compressor, lights and a digital scanning
back – is very expensive. It was bought to
digitise the Library’s John Murray Archive.

we see how fragile some of them are. So I’m
conscious that there is a large conservation
element to digitisation. It will cut down on how
often some of the more precious and fragile
items need to be handled and physically
consulted.

You need to have a bit of technical
troubleshooting knowledge – for example
how to drain the cradle compressor, ﬁll it with
oil, change lenses and calibrate lights. I went
to night school to learn the photography skills
I needed to start digitising the Library’s
collections years ago. My skills and workload
have evolved a lot in that time – and will no
doubt continue to as we plough on with the
mass digitisation project!

At the moment I’m also tasked with digitising
2,000 broadsides. This will take a few weeks
since the items are large. It’ll need to be shot
in sections and then ‘stitched’ together to
produce the complete image.
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Just now I’m capturing the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival programmes dating back to the 1970s.
At the camera, as we turn each page of an item,

This type of post-processing can take a lot
longer than the actual capture. We have to
check colour balance, focus and pagination,
and straighten and crop the images… and
that’s before the images even go to my
colleagues for quality assurance, ingest,
metadata and online publication!

One of the most memorable digital
capture projects I’ve worked on was
an army paybook that a soldier had in
his front pocket when he was shot in
combat. The bullet entered the book
and saved his life. When we zoomed
in to the image you could still see
the blood around the edges of the
bullet hole.

We’re digitising in order to provide remote access – so that people
don’t have to come into the Library from the US or Australia
or wherever. Digitisation is the best option, isn’t it?

By 2025 a third of the National Library
of Scotland’s holdings will be globally
available in digital format

Digital is a

huge opportunity:

By 2025 we estimate we will have 81.5 million items in our collections

Last year, for every 1 physical object brought in to the Library, we
received 5.6 digital objects. This equated to 162,500 physical versus
911,600 digital objects

x10

We currently store half a petabyte (400TB) of data, equivalent to
291 million ﬂoppy disks, or 400 desktop PCs. This will increase
tenfold in the next ﬁve years
The Moving Image Archive’s digitised ﬁlms are the largest ﬁles we store.
This year 800 of Scotland’s ﬁlms will be digitised

We currently provide access to 268,000 e-books – from the online
Oxford Dictionary of Music to the United Nations iLibrary of publications

We subscribe to 3.2 million e-journals, including the Times of India
and PubMed online database

This will make our collections available to

3.5 billion

internet users worldwide
(compared to 25,000 registered National Library
of Scotland readers)

On digitisation:
129,000

Last year we digitised
of the items in our collections.
This included:

110,000 maps
of Scotland, England
and Wales
3,000
(Scottish Qualiﬁcations
Authority) exam papers
260 shellac
records
400
newspapers

This year we will digitise at least
140,000 items across a broad
range of formats – maps, books,
pamphlets, microﬁlms,
photographs, newspapers,
manuscripts, shellac records
and ﬁlm.

10 teams are involved in digitising a Library
collection. Six staﬀ operate three cradlecamera systems, meaning we squeeze in
36 hours of digital capture each day

Francine, the ingester
It’s far from the truth that digitisation is a
quick process which is all about capture.
Part of my job involves ‘ingesting’ digital
items – an essential part of the puzzle
without which none of our digitised
collections would go online.
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I ingest the data – so import it into our
repository where it is stored – in batches of
5,000 pages at a time, which takes about
ﬁve hours. Such is the scale of what we’re
doing that I run ﬁve computers at the same
time. Just this morning the items ingested
included Mrs Nourse’s Modern Practical
Pastry and Pickling (featuring an illustrated
guide to trussing a rabbit), Lizar’s Scottish
Tourist and Ancient History of the Egyptians
and Carthaginians.

It’s the scale at which we’re digitising the
Library’s collections that complicates things.
We need the best technology, the best
processes and huge amounts of
digital storage.
The best bit about my job is going online
and seeing the books on the screen,
available far and wide, and thinking “I did
that”. Getting positive feedback from people
is also really encouraging. For example, the
Military Lists which were recently digitised
were diﬃcult to work on, but have proven
so valuable to people. That’s the beauty of it.

My favourite item that I’ve been involved in digitising was
the Library’s Medical History of British India collection. It’s a
rare collection, as the copies which existed in India were
mostly destroyed by heat or humidity. Our digitised copies
are therefore consulted often by Indian academics.
The 1878 ‘Lock Hospital Report’ from the collection was
fascinating. A lock hospital was where sexually transmitted
diseases were treated, when prostitutes were sanctioned
as a way of keeping young oﬃcers busy and out of trouble.
The papers document the British colonists’ attitudes to such
women which both surprised and angered me. It captured
my imagination to such an extent that I completed a university
module on the topic and became quite an expert in the
history of medicine!

We have such a fantastic collection – why have it all hidden
in the stacks? Digitisation is really good for access,
for opening our collections up.

thomas, the Quality Assurer
Most of my time is spent checking the
images that our camera operators shoot.
I usually manage to keep up with them,
checking every page of every book –
so around 3,500 pages/images a day.
I can’t spend very long on every page, just
a couple of seconds. I check the page
number, clarity of the image and the
alignment of text. Every hundred or so
pages I do a more detailed spot-check.

It would be quite annoying for anybody
reading through a volume to click to the
next page and ﬁnd one of these things
wrong.
Digital copies are a fall-back, a copy of
every physical item the Library would lose
if – heaven forbid – it was to burn down.
Similarly, it could protect books if
digitisation means that they are handled
less and exposed to less damage.
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If my role didn’t exist, if pictures were just
uploaded without any quality control,
we’d ﬁnd that there were pages missing,
that some were at a funny angle, that
images were distorted.

I’m always coming across something
a bit odd that sparks my interest.
For example, quite recently I turned the
page to a recipe in a Victorian cookery
book for a sheep’s head. I’m also
interested in the early railroad travel
guides. I recently glanced at the pages
of a book on the ﬁrst Tay Bridge, saying
how great it was, but published a year
before it fell down!

The Library’s collections are so varied. Our digitisation
programme lets people on the other side of the
world see what we have – we have so much!

Alastair, the Digital infrastructure specialist
Each storage format is vulnerable in some
way or other, but by keeping three copies
of everything we digitise we safeguard
against loss – for example from ﬁre,
ﬂooding and ransomware. By storing
the third copy in the Cloud we can also
safeguard in the best way possible against
obsolescence of our own equipment.

And so the biggest challenges for us are
without a doubt storage, infrastructure
and redundancy. We’re looking at how to
compress ﬁles to save space, but without
reducing the quality. The size of the
data presents issues when it comes to
backing up. It’s a constant rolling upgrade
of hardware and software.

Digitisation is providing the only means for
some collections, which are too rare and
fragile to view in person, to be accessed.
And our collections are made available to
people who can’t get to the Library for
whatever reason.
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The scale of data storage at the Library is
phenomenal. Whilst we currently store
one petabyte (one million gigabytes), the
storage we need for the digitisation project
will increase tenfold in the next ﬁve years.
We’ll never delete the data, as other
industries do – the whole point is to archive
the data.

The Library’s digitised map
collections are unrivalled.
My son and I have had
great fun at home zooming
in and clicking around
on 17th century maps.
My favourite is the ‘Chimney
Map’ recently rescued and
restored by the Library’s
conservators.

I think the commitment to have a third of our collections
in digital format by 2025 is pretty amazing. You don’t see
many doing this. It’s a bold and pioneering statement.

Kirsten, the Metadata-Creator
I enjoy visiting a collection in situ in the
Library’s stacks before it starts to be
digitised, since this is when a curator will
explain what the importance or value
of the collection is.

So far I’ve mostly been working on the
Antiquarian Books of Scotland collection
of hundreds of volumes. I’ve been able to
produce the metadata for around 50
of them a day. Next I’ll be working on
An Comunn Gàidhealach programmes,
First World War casualty and death lists,
and 40 volumes contained within
specialist 1700s bindings.
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After that, my contribution to digitisation is
adding the descriptive metadata. There’s a
lot of manual cataloguing work, but without
it the digital images we take of our
collections would not be found or explored
by users online. A lot goes into making the
images discoverable to the public, and
giving them a better experience by
presenting information in new formats.

I come up with a description for the item,
then add supplementary shelfmark, title, and
publication information. I pass this information
on to our web editor, who works with
the curator to come up with a title and
description of the item for the webpage.

I found the project to digitise
exam papers from 1889–1963
very interesting. There are some
very odd things in there, including
questions in the home economics
papers (for females only) such as
“how would you get rid of a
chocolate stain with a ﬂannel?”.
It’s a snapshot of social history.

The reason we’re digitising is for the users’ experience. By
transforming our collections into new formats we’re making
them more discoverable, bringing them to more people.

Alison, the Web editor
I work with the curator to come up with a
‘top-level description’ for the digital images
of a collection. It’s important that it’s in Plain
English, and that it's both concise and
informative, so that it is as accessible as
possible to a general audience.

The digitisation project feeds into the
Library’s ability to provide access to
knowledge for everyone. These days,
when more people visit us online than
in person, that means digitally.
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Then I add a brief description and an
image to the Digital Gallery on the Library’s
website. We group the digital collections
into categories in the Digital Gallery. This

makes it easier for people with an
interest in photography, or war, or maps,
for instance, to ﬁnd all the digitised
collections that relate to that topic.

The Post Oﬃce directories are my
favourite digitised collection. We took
something that was well used in the
reading rooms by people researching
their family history and put it online, and
the fact that it's had so much web use
shows that we've met a need that a lot
of family history researchers had – in
Scotland, across the UK, and beyond.
It's exactly the sort of content that the
Library should be delivering online.

The Library has a responsibility to make as much
of its collections as possible available to the public.
These days that means digitally.

How our digitised collections are used
The Library’s digital resources are invaluable to me as a researcher and a teacher. What
better way to introduce my students to the nuances of the Scots language, to allow them
to experience Burns’s songs as they were meant to be sung, or to give them a living sense
of the riches of Scottish literature and history?
My students in Seattle loved exploring digitised Scots texts before reading short stories
by James Kelman; and avidly perused the digitised journals of Henrietta Liston to contrast
her views of the early American republic with those of Thomas Jeﬀerson.
I’m dependent upon the Library’s digitised versions of out-of-print texts for my research
on 19th century Scottish women writers. What’s more, by making their works available to
everyone, digitisation promises to restore to writers such as Jane Findlater and Marion
Angus the popularity and recognition they enjoyed in their own time.
In short, digitisation is much, much more than a resource for those wanting to research
their family history (although it’s great for that too)! It’s a lifeline for scholars and students
across the world who are interested in learning about Scottish literature, culture, and history.
Juliet, Professor, University of Washington

I live hundreds of miles away from
Edinburgh and so found the Library’s
online maps function to be an
invaluable tool.
As I was researching my grandfather’s
movements, and the spot where he fell
in the Battle of Somme, I happened
upon the Library’s digitised World War 1
trench maps. This was exactly what I
had been looking for. I was able to
overlay diﬀerent maps – an absolute
godsend – to pin down the trench
complex I’d been seeking, where my
grandfather was killed. It’s approximately
400 yards from the small graveyard he’s
buried in.
Olly, Family History Researcher,
Lincolnshire

As an expatriate Scot I have delighted in having
access to so much of the Library’s collection
through its digitisation project. The Moving
Image Archive has taken me back to sailing
“Doon the Watter” for my family’s annual
vacation in Millport, the day of the last tram in
Glasgow, victories over “the old enemy” at
Hampden and nostalgic visits to the Lanark
Lanimers; all available at the touch of a few
keys on my computer.
Having such easy access to the records
maintained by the Library in its role as the
keeper of the nation’s memory, renews and
reinforces my sense of identity. It strengthens
my resolve to protect Scotland’s place in the
world for generations to come.
James, expatriate, New Jersey

The National Library of Scotland is at a key
moment in its history… digitisation is vital.
John scally
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